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“Relationship building,
the personal side, is still
critical to earning trust
and winning sales.
What has changed is
the way buyers form
relationships with
sellers.”
Source: RAIN Group “Your Guide to Insight Selling Success”.

It’s Still
about the
relationship
“More than 50% of sellers say
price is among the key drivers in
a buyer’s decision. But only 28%
of buyers rate price that highly.”

Source: Hinge Marketing “Inside the Buyer’s Brain”.

It’s true that clients now have different
expectations. Sophisticated clients expect
professionals to be more responsive to them,
have a better understanding of them and a better
understanding of the commercial pressures they
face.
Professionals need to be creative and empathetic to
work with, not just for, clients. They need to create
solutions, not just present solutions. Innovation is
about changing cultures within the organisation,
engaging and collaborating with clients.
Strategic marketing and business development in
today’s business environment is about building a
solid framework where marketing activities support
sales activities and professionals learn to build
better relationship selling skills.
“Today, the business interaction comes first, with
the relationship being the reward customers give
sellers who work for it. But that doesn’t mean the
personal connection is any less valuable.”
Source: RAIN Group “Your Guide to Insight
Selling Success”.
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WE know
how
marketing
works, but
it doesn’t
work for
us.

Why is it that you know how marketing works for
your clients, and other businesses that you work
with, but what you’ve tried in the past just hasn’t
worked? It’s tempting to say it’ll never work and
we’ll just keep doing what we’re doing.
The danger in not doing anything to build your
business is that times have changed and your
competitors, that are planning and evolving, will
win the best of the new generation of clients.
What happens when your current clients no longer
require your services?
The next generation of professionals in your
business need to learn to build new relationships,
in a different and new way to how you built your
business and client relationships.

Marketing
Strength

Where is your firm on this scale? What is your firm’s overall approach and level of focus
on sales and marketing? Are you receptive to what is happening in the market, and your
marketing activities are quite considered, but you’re still not growing? Or, would you
call your approach predictive and strategic, but you recognise the need to innovate and
engage with clients in a completely new way?
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Marketing Approach and focus
If your approach to marketing is ‘receptive’, meaning that you are aware of market conditions and acknowledge
that times have changed and you need to do something, you may have employed a junior marketer and you
may be “doing some marketing”. The problem is you aren’t seeing results and there is little to no focus. Your
marketing function may be ‘considered’, but may still be ‘disorganised’, and not supporting a firmwide strategy.
You’ll probably only be growing at your industry average rate (around 2% for Professional, Scientific and Technical
Services industries, according to IBISWorld).
Alternatively, if your approach is more ‘predictive’, where you regularly conduct research of your market, clients
and competitors, and you have a far more ‘strategic’ marketing and business development focus, you should be
experiencing above average growth, maybe around 10%.
To experience consistent and sustainable growth of 20% and above, you need to completely change the way you
work with clients and potential clients. “Insight selling subtly shifts from the lawyer being a consultative seller and
functional expert to one who proactively seeks information, trends and insights from clients and prospects and
then uses that as a strategic consultant to provide insights in return.”*

Selling relationships
In a relationship-driven business, such as professional services and other B2B services, your marketing activities
should support your relationship building.
Marketing can help increase your brand awareness and recognition (what you are known for) and can help create
potential opportunities, by creating the optimal environment for your potential buyer to engage with you and
your brand (online and offline). Marketing can also assist your business development by developing prospect lists
of your ideal clients and educating those prospects on your areas of expertise.
*Source: Susan Duncan, http://www.rainmakingoasis.com/lawyers-should-be-great-at-consultative-and-insight-selling/

Marketing Focus and Growth
When further analysing
your approach and focus on
marketing, if your overall
approach is innovative and
your focus is on engagement,
you will have the marketing
and BD process well
systemised. If your focus is on
engagement and you already
engage well with clients,
you will be relevant. If your
approach is innovative and
you have good insights into
clients’ needs, you will only
be well informed.

SYSTEMISED

Approach

Focus
GROWTH

Clients
INFORMED
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You need all three of these
elements to be in sync. If your
approach to your marketing
is innovative and your focus
is on truly engaging with
clients, and employees, in
collaboration with clients,
you will grow.

A strategic
marketing & BD
framework can
allow you to be
innovative and
engaged

“High-Growth firms have an advantage
when it comes to making their experts
visible in multiple channels, including
networking (in person and online) and
creating content (technical articles, blog
posts, videos, etc.).
High-Growth firms were at least 50% more
likely to realize major impacts from digital
marketing techniques, such as networking
and promoting thought leadership on
social media, video blogging, publishing
on external sites and purchasing online
advertising.
High-Growth firms were much more likely
to nurture prospects over the phone and
provide assessments or consultations than
their No-Growth peers.”
Hinge Research Institute “2018 HIGH GROWTH STUDY
Research Summary”.

How does
marketing
support business
development in
a relationshipdriven business?
“Educating potential clients and giving them new
perspectives conveys your good reputation and, at
the same time, bolsters your visibility.”
Source: Hinge Marketing “Inside the Buyer’s Brain”.
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“High-Growth firms
were twice as likely to
see significant impact
from networking
at targeted events
compared to their
No-Growth
counterparts.”

Source: Hinge Research Institute “2018 HIGH GROWTH
STUDY Research Summary”.

What are high-growth firms doing?
The below graph shows the strategies high-growth firms are using to future-proof their business.

Source: Hinge Research Institute “2018 HIGH GROWTH STUDY Research Summary”.

What
marketing
activities are
High-growth
firms using
to support
these
strategies?

Traditional Marketing
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Source: Hinge Research Institute “2018 HIGH GROWTH STUDY Research Summary”.

Digital and content marketing
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Source: Hinge Research Institute “2018 HIGH GROWTH STUDY Research Summary”.

A solid
marketing
and business
development
framework

The professional services sales process is complex. And
simply covering the basics is no longer enough. The top
three factors that separate winners from second-place
finishers [from the buyer’s perspective]:
Factor 1: Educate me with new ideas or perspectives
Factor 2: Collaborate with me
Factor 3: Persuade me that we will achieve results.
Source: RAIN Group “Your Guide to Insight Selling Success”.

The key is a plan to build new business relationships.
Plan for better brand engagement.
Plan for better prospect engagement.
Plan for better client engagement.

Building results-driven marketing & BD
frameworks for relationship-driven
businesses.
Jacqui Walford is helping
firms to innovate, engage
and grow:

Jacqui is a strategic marketing and brand engagement coach
and mentor, specialising in professional services marketing and
brand engagement strategy. She has over 20 years experience
in strategic marketing and brand engagement for professional
services firms, having worked in senior marketing roles for some
of the largest professional services firms globally. She now
provides marketing and brand strategy to professional services
clients wanting to build their client base and engage and innovate
to maximise growth and sustainability.

www.jacquiwalford.com.au

During her time as Australasian Marketing Director at HLB Mann
Judd, the accounting network won five Financial Review Client
Choice Awards. Jacqui knows that a clear and focused marketing
strategy is critical to success. Marketing strategy, in the current
business environment, ultimately needs to include
MARKETING & BRANDING COACH strategy for excellence in client service and
client engagement and excellence in employee
MENTOR | AUTHOR | SPEAKER
engagement.

0407 789 264
jacqui@jacquiwalford.com.au
www.jacquiwalford.com.au
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“Jacqui is a creative thinker with exceptional drive
and initiative. She has excellent planning and
organisational skills which contributed enormously
to the successful roll out of the Brisbane Cabaret
Festival between 2007 and 2010. Above all Jacqui
is a delight to collaborate with.” Alison St Ledger,
Owner, Bootech

